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PCM186xEVM User’s Guide 

Audio Products 

Intro 
 

The PCM186xEVM is an easy to use evaluation board for the PCM186x family of ADC’s. Due to the pin-for-pin nature of 

the PCM186x family, any of the following part numbers can be used with this board; PCM1860, PCM1861, PCM1862, 

PCM1863, PCM1864 and PCM1865. The differences between these parts are shown in Table 1.  

 

Part # Register 
Programmable 

Hardware 
Programmable 

# of ADC 
Channels 

SNR THD 

PCM1860 No Yes 2 100 dB 90 dB 

PCM1861 No Yes 2 106 dB 95 dB 

PCM1862 Yes No 2 100 dB 90 dB 

PCM1863 Yes No 2 106 dB 95 dB 

PCM1864 Yes No 4 100 dB 90 dB 

PCM1865 Yes No 4 106 dB 95 dB 

 

Table 1. 

 

The PCM186xEVM has an external  +5V power connection to power the EVM. In conjunction with the USB-I2X board, all 

of the register programming can be done via USB. In the case of the hardware controlled parts, resistors are included to tie 

inputs high or low. There are headers and test points for most signals to and from the PCM186x. Digital audio can be 

streamed from the included SPDIF optical connectors or though USB to a PC. 

What’s in the box? 

PCM186xEVM 
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Picture of PCM186xEVM 

USB-I2X board 

 
Picture of USB-I2X board 

Getting Started 

System Hardware Overview 

 

The PCM186xEVM can be controlled though the use of USB using the included USB-I2X board. The USB- I2X board 

connects to a PC via USB and provides digital control signals to the PCM186xEVM board via I2C. The USB- I2X board 

also can supply serial digital audio in and out from the PC to the PCM186xEVM through an I2S interface. When connected, 

the USB- I2x board will also supply all of the power required for the PCM186xEVM through USB.  The PCM186xEVM 

also uses a PCM9211 which allows the PCM186xEVM to receive and transmit digital audio via optical/SPDIF connectors on 

the PCM186xEVM. The PCM9211 converts the optical data to I2S which can be routed to the PCM186xEVM. 

 

TheUSB-I2X board mates to the PCM186xEVM as shown in figure “mated”. 
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Figure Mated 
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Block Diagram 

 
Block Diagram 

  

The PCM186xEVM has several different clocking options and can be run in one of 4 different modes. These modes will also 

control how the audio data is routed. 

 

Mode 0 is the default mode after power up. In mode 0, the master clock is supplied from the PCM9211 and the PCM186x 

will be the slave. Optical inputs will be routed to the PCM186x I2S inputs. The optical input will also set the sample rate of 

the system to match the optical rate. If no input is provided, the sample rate will be generated by the PCM9211 and will be 

48 kHz. The I2x board will provide I2C control and power only. In mode 0, Y0 should be removed and jumpers should be 

placed on J8 and J11.  
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Mode 0 BD 

 

 In Mode 1, the PCM186x is the master. Clocking is provided by Y0. I2S is sent to the optical output. The optical input is 

not available in this mode. The I2x board will provide I2C control and power only.  In mode 1, Y0 and J10 should be 

installed. 
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Mode 1 BD 

 

Mode 2 is the same as Mode 0. Please see mode 0. 

 

In Mode 3, the I2X board is the master. I2S in and out to the 186x will be via the I2X board and will be available to a PC via 

USB.  The optical input and output will not be available. Y0 should be removed and jumpers should be placed on J8 and J11 

to use this mode. 
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Mode 3 BD 

Software Overview 

 

The evm can be controlled through PurePath Console. Access to PurePath Console can be requested here:   

www.ti.com/tool/purepathconsole 

 

Once you have access you can download PurePath Console from here: 

http://cc.ext.ti.com 

 

Important note for Beta Users 

The Beta release requires the use of a plugin for the PCM186x in PurePath Console. You will need to obtain this plugin from 

your TI sales contact. Once you have the plugin, launch PurePath Console and click on the “Add Target” button.  Navigate 

to where you have saved the plugin and click “Load”. 

 

The Beta release is not the final version and still has some unusable features. It is best to use scripts in the command window 

when possible.  

http://www.ti.com/tool/purepathconsole
http://cc.ext.ti.com/
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Hardware 

Power Requirements 

 

The PCM186x EVM requires a 5 V power supply. This can be sourced from the I2X board via USB or applied directly to the 

EVM on the +5V header just above J1. Once 5V is applied, the PCM186x board will regulate the 5V down to a clean analog 

3.3V. You should see a green LED just to the Right of the 5V header if the voltages are present. 

Connectors and Headers 

 

 
Diagram of connector/header locations 

 

J1. - J1 is the I2X board connector. Provides I2C, I2S and +5 V connections to the PCM186 EVM 

+5V. – Input for Power if no USB-I2X board is used. Output for +5V if USB-I2X board is used. 

Vin1.- Pins 3 (Red-Top Input) and 4 (White-Bottom Input) of the PCM186x. AC coupled 

Vin2.- Pins 1 (Red-Top Input) and 2 (White – Bottom Input) of the PCM186x. AC coupled 

Vin3.- Pins 30 (Red-Top Input) and 29 (White-Bottom Input) of the PCM186x. AC coupled 

Vin4. –Pins  28 (Red-Top Input) and 27 (White-Bottom Input) of the PCM186x. AC coupled. 
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J6. – J6 can be used to insert an external Mic Bias (J9 should be removed). 

J7. – Most of the PCM186x GPIO, hardware control and I2C signals are available here. 

 

J7 Pin Description 

1 MD0  

2 Ground 

3 MD1/AD 

4 Ground 

5 MD3/MC/SCL 

6 Ground 

7 Dout2/MD2/MOSI/SDA 

8 Ground 

9 MD4/MISO/GPIO 

10 Ground 

11 MD5/GPIO1/INTA/DMIN 

12 Ground 

13 MD6/GPIO2/INTB/DMCLK 

14 Ground 

15 INT/GPIO3/INTC 

16 Ground 

 

J7 Diagram 

 

J8. – J8 is used to enable or disable the Y0 crystal buffer. With the jumper inserted this buffer is disabled. With the jumper 

removed the buffer is enabled. 

J9. – J9 is used to connect Mic Bias to the inputs for use with an electret mic. If the jumper is installed, the mic bias is 

connected to the inputs, if the jumper is removed, Mic Bias is disconnected. 

J10 – J10 is used to connect the crystal output (Y0) to a buffer. If the crystal output is being used J10 should be inserted. 

J11. –J11 is used to connect the Xi pin of the PCM186x to ground. If the crystal (Y0) is not used, Xi should be grounded by 

inserting a jumper on J11. If the Crystal is used, J11 jumper should be removed. 

Opto Out. -Opto out is the SPDIF output of the PCM9211. 

Y0. -Y0 is a socked crystal for the PCM186x. If the PCM186x is to be used as the master, this crystal can be inserted. If the 

PCM186x is to be used as a slave it can be removed. 

Opto In. – Opto in  is the SPDIF input to the PCM9211. The PCM186x can mix this digital input with ADC output. 

Solder Options 

  

The PCM1860 and PCM1861 are completely hardware controlled. In addition to the hardware controlled versions of the 

PCM186x family, all of the devices have GPIO. In order to accommodate these hardware and GPIO options, a series of 3 

way resistor connections are included on the EVM. Just to the Left of J7, there are 8 zero Ohm resistors. By default, they are 

connected to pass the signals to J7. These resistors can also be reoriented up to tie these pins high or down to tie these pins 

low. 
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Solder Options 

 

Software 

Installation 

 

Access to PurePath Console can be requested here:   

www.ti.com/tool/purepathconsole 

 

Once you have access you can download PurePath Console from here: 

http://cc.ext.ti.com 

 

Important note for Beta Users 

The Beta release requires the use of a plugin for the PCM186x in PurePath Console. You will need to obtain this plugin from 

your TI sales contact. Once you have the plugin, launch PurePath Console and click on the “Add Target” button. 

http://www.ti.com/tool/purepathconsole
http://cc.ext.ti.com/
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 Navigate to where you have saved the plugin and click “Load”. 
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The Beta release is not the final version and still has some unusable features. It is best to use scripts in the command window 

when possible.  

 

Navigation and Features 
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Appendix 

Schematic 
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Bill of Materials 
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Layout 
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